Software Engineering Internships at Lola Travel

Lola Travel is bringing the human element back into online travel. Founded by Paul English (co-founder of Kayak) and Bill O'Donnell, Lola is developing a new mobile app to change how people research and plan global travel.

As an intern at Lola, you will be working on cutting-edge technology to develop a platform to plan and book travel for millions of users. You will work directly with highly skilled engineers to architect and implement solutions that meld intuitive mobile interfaces with scalable backend services.

Requirements

- A positive, friendly personality. Software development is a collaborative process!
- A strong desire and capability to learn
- Skills in at least one OOP language such as Python or Java
- An interest in travel
- Can work full-time in Boston over the summer

Lola Travel is located in Boston's Innovation District, easily accessible via public transportation. We hope you will be interested in joining us.

Press

- Kayak Cofounder Paul English Is Introducing His New Venture, Lola
- Everything you need to know about Kayak co-founder's new travel startup
- Kayak Co-Founder Hiring 100 Travel Agents in Bid to Redefine Online Booking